Modulations of the lateral geniculate nucleus cell responses by a second discrete conditioning stimulus: implications of the superior colliculus in rabbits.
This study analyzes the interactions between two discrete stimuli located in the visual field of the rabbit at the lateral geniculate level. Single unit recordings were carried out simultaneously from the superior colliculus (SC) and lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN) in anesthetized and paralyzed rabbits. A first conditioning stimulus (most often a moving target) was positioned in the receptive field of the collicular cell to ensure activation of the retino-collicular path. A second test stimulus was introduced into the receptive field of the LGN cell. The presentation of this latter stimulus was timed so as to fire the geniculate cell at various delays after the collicular neuron had responded to its own stimulus. The spontaneous firing of each cell was unaffected by the stimulus appropriate to the complementary unit. The conditioning collicular stimulus produced increases or decreases in geniculate responses. This modulation may eventually reduce the direction specificity of a geniculate unit. The fluctuations of the geniculate responses peaked 200 to 300 ms after collicular cells had responded. In a separate series of experiments the influence of the conditioning stimulus on geniculate responses was abolished when the SC was locally inactivated. These results suggest that the well documented colliculo-geniculate system mediates the interactions of several stimuli in the visual field. The outcome of this processing results in a modulation of geniculate responses.